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COLLABORATIVE MINDSET SHIFT

ABOUT PHIL

How teams excel in the new reality of business

After successfully leading high performance teams in the
investment industry, Phil pursued his passion for helping
people and organisations work together to respond positively
to powerful trends and change.

In this day and age we’re unlikely to succeed on our own - a
collaborative mindset is the pathway to greater productivity
and problem solving. There’s a shift to be made, and it’s one
that will define the future of your organisation.

SESSION OVERVIEW
In this practical and compelling keynote presentation,
audiences discover:
• 4 ways that collaboration boosts performance
• How to overcome damaging silo-like behaviours
• The 3 foundations for working collaboratively
• 3 easy steps for making the mindset shift

Audiences leave this presentation with practical and effective
methods for working better together and boosting
performance.

EXTENSIONS
Options to consider include:
• A seminar or half / full day workshop

He is a leading expert in connecting profit with purpose, the
title of his upcoming book, and the author of an e-book
on creating and leading successful teams.
Phil focuses on practical tools and techniques rather than
idealistic or theoretical approaches.
His clients include CBA, Challenger, GPT, IAG, JLL, QBE and
Westpac, and he's worked extensively with not-for-profits,
associations and local / state government departments.
As a speaker, he distills years of experience into actionable
learning, making use of storytelling, audience interaction and a
splash of dry humour for a journey of insight and inspiration.
Outside of work he is enthusiastic about coffee, chocolate and
trail running!

“The discussion gave the various stakeholders in the room a
broader perspective of the issues we face and how it impacts
what our businesses are trying to do” – Executive Director,
Westpac

• Leading a working session to make headway on client /

audience specific challenges

• Participation in a panel as panel member or facilitator

DETAILS
Website: philpreston.com.au
Links to clients and testimonials
Email: phil@philpreston.com.au
Phone: +61 408 259 633
Travels from: Sydney, NSW

"Thank you so much for presenting to our clients, we received
an overwhelmingly positive response from them” - Managing
Director, Recruitment Edge

